
The Pricing module enhances pricing management in Sage 300 by simplifying price lists that need to be maintained in I/C, and 
provides a systematic way of setting up unlimited levels of discounts based on unlimited numbers of customer and item 
groups.  

The Pricing module is an optional add-on to SalesAnywhere for complete control on item pricing in the SalesAnywhere apps, or 
a standalone module in Sage 300 for pricing control in O/E Orders and A/R Invoices.

Key Features

Simplify I/C price lists
You can maintain just one base price for each item per 
currency in I/C.  Sale price of items will be based on 
discounts set up in Pricing for di�erent combinations of 
customers and items.  Changes to pricing later is simple, 
you just need to update one base price.

Unlimited volume discount levels
Unlike standard I/C which limits discounts to 5 levels, 
Pricing gives you unlimited number of discount levels.

Unlimited customer groups
Unlike standard I/C which limits discounts for 5 customer 
types, Pricing lets you set up unlimited number of 
customer groups for pricing purpose.

Simplify contract pricing
Set up contract pricing in Pricing’s discount screen 
instead of I/C.  You can now maintain these in the same 
way as other discounts and use the same base price for 
the item.

Automatic price calculation
During order entry, unit prices of items are automatically 
calculated based on the discount rules set up.  Users do 
not need to use di�erent price lists for di�erent 
situations, ensuring accuracy and requiring minimal 
training.

Discount system for A/R Invoices
Pricing can work with A/R standalone, so if you use A/R 
for invoicing, you can now have a complete pricing 
system with systematic discounts setup.  

AutoSimply Pricing 

AutoSimply is founded by a group of former Sage 300 consultants, we know and understand fully what out customer really need. All our products are designed 
exclusively for Sage 300 and developed using 100% Sage 300 SDK.
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